IMAGE SHARING REIMAGINED
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CryptoChart is a secure, universal and inexpensive way to share medical
images with patients and other healthcare providers.
No CDs. No complex passwords. No hassle.
Rather than burning CDs, provide your patient with a simple QR code that allows them to view and share
their images from a mobile device or desktop.CryptoChart can receive images from any DICOM modality
or PACS. Once received, images are compressed, encrypted and sent to the Novarad ObjectVault® cloud
system. The ObjectVault cloud system then returns an encrypted, shareable code to your QR code printer.
Once printed and provided to your patient, the QR enables your patient to easily view and share their
images.
Save Time
Share images with your patient or another healthcare provider in a matter of seconds.
Burning a CD can take up to 20 minutes, wasting valuable staff time.
Control Costs
The cost of printing a QR code is less than a dollar. Burning a CD can cost between $3 and $5, not
including packaging and shipping costs.
Increase and Simplify Security
The CryptoChart device and archive offer encryption strength that surpasses NSA-level security.
There's no need to create logins or manage complex passwords.
Improve Patient Experience
Stand out as a leader, leveraging the most modern technology to make image sharing easy and
convenient for your patients.

Key Features

Plug and play, easy to use
CryptoChart can be set up in a matter of minutes and requires no special training.

HIPAA compliant security system
Over 3,000 bit encrypted password with no PHI left behind.

Site to site sharing
A time-limited access code can be created to provide access to referring sites
and physicians.

No start-up costs, simple pricing
There's just a small monthly fee for the equipment and an additional per-study fee
for long-term storage.

Try CryptoChart Risk Free
Request a 30 day trial to see just how easy CryptoChart really is. To receive the trial kit, contact your
Novarad sales representative or visit: www.novarad.net/products/cryptochart
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